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predominantly monarticular, the joint initially affected,
usually the knee, being subject to recurrence in all but two
cases. Intervals between attacks varied from two to four
weeks to a year. In no case did the condition progress or
develop into rheumatoid polyarthritis, and no crippling re-
sulted. Nevertheless it is of interest to note that this vaccine-
induced arthritis does recur, and rubella vaccine virus has
been recovered from the synovial fluid three months after
vaccination.
As well as adding rubella vaccines to the list of iatrogenic

arthropathiest0 this study draws attention to the possible role
of acute viral infection as a trigger for other forms of arth-
ritis. Happily the condition, though relapsing, does not be-
come chronic, and treatment need be only of short duration
to control of symptoms.
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Doctors and Population
'Doctors who attended the B.M.A. synposium on population
control last week heard as much discussion of politics and
economics as of contraception. The simple optimism of the
1960s, when it was often assumed that the world population
explosion could be stopped by contraceptive technology, has
been replaced by a more realistic assessment of the problem.
Professor W. Brass opened the meeting by asserting that
'the provisions of family planning programmes has little
effect on the rate of population growth, and none of the
other experts contradicted this view. Further, according to
Professor Brass, the science of demography is still so un-
certain that no one can yet explain why an increase in
material prosperity sometimes leads to larger families and
sometimes to smaller, while small fluctuations in popula-
tion growth rates seem at present to -be unpredictable.
What was agreed was the urgent need of slowing popula-

tion growth in Asia, Africa, and South America. After 20
years of contraception campaigns backed by governments,
international agencies, and charitable foundations the annual
'growth rate in these countries has in fact increased from
'2.8% in 1950 to 46% in 1970.

According to Dr. John Lorraine the missing factor has
been political commtment to restraint on population
growth. As an example of what could be done he instanced
the People's Republic of China, with its encouragement of
late marriage, premarital chastity, and single-child families.
This political propaganda is backed up by freely available
contraceptives and easy abortion, and the combination seems
to be successful. Mr. John Maddox took his expected stand
by arguing that there is no urgent population problem in
Britain and the Western world, but he thought something

'had to be done quickly to slow reproduction in under-
developed countries. The most likely way to reduce family
size in these poor countries, he argued, is to increase their
'standard of living by bigger aid programmes-smaller
Yfamilies would follow in the wake of material prosperity and
improved social security.

Perhaps, then, the size of the world's population in the
"year 2000 will be influenced by politicians and economists
as much as by the success of family planning campaigns,
'but this is no reason to reduce medical efforts to make
contraception more widely and more readily available.
Though the factors that determine parents' views about the
number of children in a family may still be uncertain, it
surely m;akes sense to ensure that knowledge and services
are available so that all of these children result from in-
tended pregnancies. If the doctor's role is secondary it is
'nevertheless important that it is adequately played.

Insensitivity to Pain
Pain is a primitive protective sensation. Perception of it comes
through the primary sensory neurons, which comprise unmye-
linated and small myelinated nerve fibres; through the second-
ary sensory neurons, which lie in the substantia gelatinosa of
the posterior horns of the spinal cord, and whose axons pass
in the spinothalamic tracts to the reticular formation and
thalamus; and through the third order sensory neurons which
pass from the thalamus to the cerebral cortex. A "gate mech-
anism" probably exists in the substantia gelatinosa by which
impulses derived from touch and pressure and travelling in
the larger myelinated nerve fibres may close the "gate" to the
entry of impulses to the secondary sensory neurons arriving in
unmyelinated nerve fibres.' The conscious appreciation of
pain probably occurs at cortical level, though the reflex
responses such as withdrawal of limb occur at spinal level,
and the affective and autonomic responses are probably
mediated through the reticular formation.

Pain may be abolished in a number of ways, including
hypnosis, shock, analgesics, and general anaesthetics, which
probably act at cortical and thalamic level, as well as by lesions
of the spinothalamic tracts in the brain stem and spinal cord
and diseases of the peripheral nerves. A number of conditions
result in total abolition of pain in part or all of the body, and
their classification sometimes causes confusion. Two recent
papers help to clarify the picture.

Congenital insensitivity to pain covers one group of such
conditions. From birth these patients lack normal appreciation
and reaction to pain, but they have no other neurological
deficits.2 3 They otherwise have normal sensations and can
discriminate accurately between hot and cold, and sometimes
between a sharp and blunt pin. But since they feel no pain they
suffer repeated injury and infection, producing progressive
mutilation with ulceration and neuropathic joints. The
sensory nerves in the skin are normal, and thorough post-
mortem examination has so far failed to disclose any under-
lying abnormality.4

D. C. Thrush5 has described studies on four sibs with this
condition. They had absence of pain sensation from birth,
but appreciated a stinging sensation from chemical stimuli
applied to the base of a cantharidin blister. Conduction studies
of motor and sensory nerves and sural nerve biopsy showed
essentially normal results. Sweating and carbon dioxide
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